PRIVATE EVENTS – FEBRUARY 2021
Our team has prepared the highest standard of customized programs for you to have a unique
experience of the heavens. Great hospitality and specialized scientists are willing to spacewalk
with you and your friends and family this summer.
Our observatory will travel you to the Universe with our large, professional telescopes.
Red Planet Ahead

Look at the Far side of the Moon

Proposed Program
Time
Description
Time
Description
18:00 Welcoming.
18:00 Welcoming.
18:05 NASA Radio Jove Project
18:05 NASA Radio Jove Project
(radiotelescope antenna). Listen to
(radiotelescope antenna). Listen to the
the sky.
sky.
18:15 Cyprus Geology, Fossils and
18:15 Cyprus Geology, Fossils and Meteorite
Meteorite Exhibition.
Exhibition.
18:45 Planetarium program
18:45 Planetarium program
“Red Planet Ahead”.
“Look at the Far Side of the Moon”.
19:20 Break, answering questions and a
19:20 Break, answering questions and a short
short visit to a gift shop.
visit to a gift shop.
19:30 Night sky tour with laser pointer
19:30 Night sky tour with laser pointer
(bonus).
(bonus).
19:40 Observations of Jupiter, Saturn and
19:40 Observations of the Moon, Jupiter,
best of the night deep sky objects.
Saturn and best of the night deep sky
objects.
In autumn 2020 the new Mars opposition will
The Moon constantly changes its appearance
happen. This will trigger this summer a lot of
never showing its far side. Come to find what is
spaceships from Earth to start their journey to
there. A special exhibition with a Lunar Rock is
the Red Planet. Mars invites to solve its
waiting for you… and a Moonwalk with our
mysteries and Mankind answers the challenge.
large telescopes with great detailed view…
February 2021 gives you an excellent opportunity for observations from our observatory.
Join our spacewalk…
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